of a scene [9] . There are two tasks which need to be handled during an image registration process. They are feature A new edge-based approach for efficient image registration is proposed. The proposed approach applies wavelet transform selection and correspondence establishment. Typically, to extract a number of feature points as the basis for registration. feature points can be selected by manual or automatic Each selected feature point is an edge point whose edge response methods [1, 6, 10] . However, automatic selection of feature is the maximum within a neighborhood. By using a line-fitting points is always preferable. As to the correspondence model, all the edge directions of the feature points are estimated problem, algorithms for determining correspondences befrom the edge outputs of a transformed image. In order to tween feature points can be classified into two categories: estimate the orientation difference between two partially overfeature-based and area-based methods. The former is used lapping images, a so-called ''angle histogram'' is calculated. to extract common features such as curvatures, moments,
I. INTRODUCTION
an elegant method, called phase correlation, to overcome this problem. However, when the overlapping area beImage registration is an important technique for a great tween images is small, their method becomes unreliable. variety of applications such as aerial image analysis [1] [2] [3] ,
In order to solve the problem, it is necessary to develop stereo vision [4, 5] , automated cartography [6] , motion a method to estimate the rotation parameter in advance. analysis [7, 8] , and the recovery of the 3D characteristics
In [3] , Zheng and Chellappa proposed a method for determining the rotation parameter. They used a Lambertian images. By taking the difference between the illuminant involved in the matching process, the whole procedure can be accomplished very efficiently. Furthermore, the prodirections, the rotation angle between images is obtained. After obtaining the rotation angle, one of the two images posed method can tolerate approximately 10% scaling variation and does not have to restrict the position and orientais then rotated such that the orientation difference between the two images becomes very small. By adopting the tion of images. Compared with conventional algorithms, the proposed scheme offers great improvement in effimethod proposed by Manjunath et al. [11] , a number of feature points are extracted from the image pair. Then, ciency as well as reliability for the image registration problem. these feature points are matched by using an area-based method in a hierarchical image structure. In Zheng and The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss how feature point extraction is Chellappa's approach, the technique for estimating the rotation angle works well for most cases. However, if a performed using wavelet transforms. The procedure for finding correct matching pairs between two partially overscene includes many buildings and objects, the method will fail due to the fact that the illumination conditions in one lapping images is described in detail in Section III. Based on the correct matching pairs found by the method deimage may not be equivalent to those in the other. In general, the estimation of a rotation angle in their approach scribed in Section III, the procedure for deriving correct transformations between two target images is reported in is rough. Further, their approach requires a Gabor function decomposition in the feature extraction process. This de-Section IV. Section V summarizes the whole matching algorithm, and experimental results are reported in Section composition is computationally intensive. Another drawback of their approach is that when false matches emerge, VI. Finally, a conclusion will be presented in Section VII. their method cannot handle them.
In this paper, we propose a new method to tackle the
II. FEATURE POINT EXTRACTION USING above-mentioned problems. The domain of the images
WAVELET TRANSFORMS under consideration is aerial images; however, the proIn this section, we shall describe in detail the process posed method is also suitable for other types of images.
for applying wavelet transforms in the detection of feature The proposed method is based on the following assumppoints. Wavelet transform (WT) [27] for multiresolution tions. First, since the distance between the camera on an local analysis on signals has been proved to be very effecaircraft and the target objects on the ground is very far, it is tive. It has been successfully applied to many image analyreasonable to assume that the images are taken by cameras sis tasks such as edge detection [21, 33] , corner detection whose optical axes are parallel. Further, the variations of [22] , texture classification [23], object recognition [24], imthe intensity characteristics between images are assumed age segmentation [25] , and shape recovery [26] . In this to be small. The proposed approach applies wavelet transsection, we shall introduce how this technique is applied form to extract a number of feature points as the basis for to the problem of scene registration. registration. Each selected feature point is an edge point First of all, let S(x, y) be a 2D smoothing function. Two whose edge response is the maximum within a neighborwavelets, 1 (x, y) and 2 (x, y), are the partial derivatives hood. By using a line-fitting model, all the edge directions of the smoothing function S(x, y) in the x and y directions, of the edge points are estimated from the edge outputs of respectively, where a transformed image. In order to estimate the orientation difference between the images, a so-called ''angle histogram'' is calculated. From the angle histogram, the rotation
Ѩy . angle which can be used to compensate for the difference between the two target images can be decided by seeking the angle that corresponds to the maximum peak in the The above smoothing function S(x, y) and its correspondhistogram. Based on the rotation angle, an initial matching ing wavelets are the same with the ones in Mallat's paper can be performed. During the real matching process, we [21] . Let , the 2D wavelet bly become a correct matching pair. Due to this checking, transform of a function f (x, y) in L 2 (R 2 ) can be decommany unnecessary calculations involving cross-correlations posed into two independent directions as can be screened in advance. Therefore, the search time for obtaining correct matching pairs is reduced significantly. W
j (x, y), Once all the correct matching pairs are found, they are then used to derive the correct registration parameters. and In this work, we apply an iterative scheme to make the registration result more reliable. Since only three or fewer W
j (x, y). iterations are needed, and only a few feature points are Basically, these two components are equivalent to the of one dimensional R n . Figures 1b-d show the results after gradients of f (x, y) smoothed by S(x, y) at scale 2 j in applying wavelet transform to f (x) at scales j ϭ 1, 2, 3, the x and y directions. At a specific scale s ϭ 2 j , the respectively. Figure 1e shows the result of R 2 (1, x) ϭ modulus of the gradient vector of f (x, y) can be calcu-
From the example, it is apparent that lated [21] : R 2 reveals a peak whenever a true edge exists. On the other hand, if a point at location x is not a true edge, it is suppressed by the multiplication process. Therefore, based
(1) on R n ( j, x, y), the noise in an image can be suppressed while the true edges can be retained. In this paper, the If the local maxima of M 2 j f (x, y) are located and threshnumber of scales for multiplication is chosen to be 2. This olded with a preset value, then all the edge points of is because if the number is larger, the edge delocalization f (x, y) at scale 2 j can be detected. Since we are interested problem of wavelet transforms will become more serious. in some specific feature points for scene registration, addiIn order to conserve the energy level, R n ( j, x, y) has to be tional constraints have to be introduced. In general, noise normalized as is the main cause of false detection of edge points. In order to suppress the effect of noise, a criterion called edge correlation is introduced [31] ,
where
In the feature point selection process, an edge point is recognized as a candidate if its corresponding norwhere n is a positive integer indicating the number of scales malized edge correlation R 2 (1, x, y) is larger than its correinvolved in the multiplication, and j represents the initial scale for edge correlation. where Ȑ i and i are the local mean and variance of f i (x, y), respectively; (2M ϩ 1) 2 represents the area of matching window. In general, the format of the similarity measure defined in Eq. (4) is very sensitive to rotation. Therefore, if the rotation effect is important in an application, Eq. (4) should be updated as
where x ϭ x cos Ϫ ŷ sin and y ϭ x sin ϩ ŷ cos . If the angle in Eq. (5) can be estimated in advance, then no matter how f 1 (x, y) or f 2 (x, y) are rotated, finding the 
B. Estimating the Orientation of a Feature Point
process is equivalent to detecting an edge point whose
In the previous subsection, we have mentioned that the edge response is the strongest within a local area. In what orientation of a feature point is important for deriving a follows, we summarize the three conditions adopted in correct metric. In this subsection we shall discuss how the our approach which will be used to judge whether a point orientation of a feature point is estimated. In Section 2, P(x, y) is a feature point or not:
we have mentioned that two sets of feature points are extracted, respectively, from two partially overlapping imCondition 1. P(x, y) must be an edge point of the image ages. In order to perform accurate image registration bef (x, y). This means that P(x, y) is a local maxima of tween these two images, the corresponding feature points M 2 1 f (x, y), and M 2 1 f (x, y) Ͼ a threshold, between the two images have to be identified. In Eq. (5),
the fit measure C f 1 , f 2 contains a rotation angle, , which
represents the orientation difference between two selected feature points. In order to solve , we have to determine where Np is the neighborhood of P(x, y).
the orientation of each point in advance. Basically, the orientation of a feature point can be estimated by using
III. FINDING CORRECT MATCHING PAIRS
the results of the wavelet transform described in Section II, i.e., W 1 2 j f and W 2 2 j f. A standard representation of the In the previous section, we have presented a systematic way to extract important features from two partially overlapping images. In this section, we shall show how to find a set of correct matching pairs between the above images. In what follows, the procedure will be elaborated in detail step by step.
A. Defining a Matching Metric
In this subsection we shall define a metric and then use it to evaluate the similarity between any two feature points. Let p ϭ ( p x , p y ) t and q ϭ ( q x , q y ) t be two feature points located, respectively, in f 1 (x, y) and f 2 (x, y), where f 1 (x, y) and f 2 (x, y) are two partially overlapping images. A crosscorrelation which can be used to measure the similarity degree between p and q is defined as [1, 3] FIG. 3. An example illustrating how the angle of an edge line is
extended to a range from 0Њ to 360Њ by using the extremes of W orientation of an edge-based feature point at scale 2 j can straint have to be enforced. Let ᏼ ϭ ͕ p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p i ϭ be expressed as follows [19, 21] : Fig. 2, q 1 , q 2 , points with a (2M e ϩ 1) ϫ (2M e ϩ 1) neighborhood. Since and l 4 are not selected since the connection condition is p is an edge point, there should exist an edge line passing not satisfied; l 3 cannot be chosen because it violates the through it. By considering p as a bridging point, an edge direction consistency constraint. As to the edge line segline passing through p can be determined by searching in ment l 2 , it violates the basic requirement that a candidate all the directions from p. All the edge points on the edge edge line should pass through point p. Of course, it is also line are then used as candidates for determining the orienpossible that there are more than one edge lines passing tation of the edge line. In the searching process, the edge connection constraint and the direction consistency con-through p. Under the circumstances, we adopt the first line Overlapping Images
From the detected feature points, as well as their corre- 
Let i ϭ 1. By solving Eqs. (7) and (8), m is obtained as Here, i, j ranges from 0Њ to 359Њ, and its value has to be an integer. In order to estimate the orientation difference between f 1 and f 2 , i, j and the similarity measure 
it is possible to modify H( ) so that a more accurate estimation can be obtained. comparison with some conventional methods which require derivation of the correlations of all feature points in a The modification is window, the number of feature points used in the proposed method is very few. Therefore, the calculation of the simi-
H( ϩ i).
(11) larity measure C f 1 , f 2 between any ͕ p i ⇔ q j ͖ pair only requires very short computation time.
Here, ϩ i may possibly exceed the limitation of 360Њ.
D. Finding the Matching Pairs
Under these circumstances, it has to be adjusted by modulation. Using H ( ) and finding its maximum peak, a very In the previous section, we have described how the orientation difference between f 1 (x, y) and f 2 (x, y) is derived. accurate estimation for the orientation difference between two partially overlapping images can be found. For exam-Now, we are ready to find the matching feature point pairs between f 1 (x, y) and f 2 (x, y). The first step of the process ple, Figs to a new position in f 1 , the angle is also adjusted to suit pair to be larger than a threshold (0.75 in this case). Furthe coordinates of f 1 , i.e., Ǟ ϩ . Here, is the ther, by introducing another constraint, the orientation orientation difference between f 1 and f 2 . Let E(u) denote criterion, the searching speed can be even faster. As we the set of edge points within a (2M s ϩ 1) 2 window of an know, f 1 (x, y) is obtained by rotating f 1 (x, y) with an angle image f, where u is the window's center. Given a feature ; therefore, the orientation difference between f 1 (x, y) point p i in f 1 (x, y), the matching problem is used to find a and another image f 2 (x, y) is very small. Hence, it is reasonproper point q in E(q k ) for every q k ʦ FP f 2 such that the able to introduce another constraint which forces the orienpair ͕ p i } q ͖ becomes a matching pair. A pair ͕ p i } q ͖ tation difference between f 1 (x, y) and f 2 (x, y) to be less is qualified as a matching pair if two conditions are than 5Њ, i.e., ͉A( p i ) Ϫ A(q )͉ Ͻ 5Њ. Adding this criterion satisfied:
and using it, together with the previous two conditions, will significantly speed up the search time. In real imple-
mentation, the orientation constraint will be tested first. If the constraint is not satisfied, it is not necessary to test Condition 2. C f 1 , f 2 (p i ; q ) Ͼ T c , where T c ϭ 0.75. Condition 1 and Condition 2. In this way, only a few pairs are needed to calculate the cross-correlation measure Condition 1 enforces finding an edge point q ʦ E(q k ) and C f 1 , f 2 , which is considered a time bottleneck of the q k ʦ FP f 2 such that the measure Cf 1 , f 2 is maximized. As for Condition 2, it forces the value of C f 1 , f 2 of a matching whole process.
E. Eliminating the False Matching Pairs
that could not remove false pairs completely and efficiently. Here, we present a noniterative scheme based on the idea that the distance between two points in the same A new method is proposed to eliminate the incorrectly matched pairs. Li et al. [12] proposed an iterative scheme image will be preserved when it undergoes a rigid trans- form. Let MP ϭ ͕ p i ⇔ q i ͖iϭ1,2,...,N m be a set of matching set is ͕u i ⇔ v i ͖ iϭ1,2,...,N c , where N in f 2 (x, y) , and is the orientation difference between part of Eq. (12) . Let ͕ p i ⇔ q i ͖ and ͕ p j ⇔ q j ͖ be two correct f 1 (x, y) and f 2 (x, y). In Section III.C, the initial orientamatching pairs in MP. The scale s between f 1 (x, y) and tion angle between f 1 (x, y) and f 2 (x, y) has been estimated f 2 
Once the scale s is known, the difference between f 1 and f 2 . If can be derived, a more translation T i between p i and q i can be calculated by using accurate rotation angle, ϭ ϩ , between f 1 and f 2 can Eq. (12) . Furthermore, the translation T j between p j and be obtained. Next, a method which can be used to derive q j can be obtained accordingly. Since the pairs ͕ p i ⇔ q i ͖ s, , and T, based on the correct matching pairs is presented. and ͕ p j ⇔ q j ͖ are correct matching pairs, the difference In order to derive s, R, and T based on the set of correct between T i and T j should be very small. Therefore, by matching pairs
.., N c , we will introduce an error checking the distance between T i and T j , we can decide function as follows: whether ͕ p i ⇔ q i ͖ and ͕ p j ⇔ q j ͖ are consistent or not.
Next, we propose a noniterative method based on the aforementioned consistency test to eliminate those mistak-
2 . enly matched pairs. Let S(i) denote a counter of the number of times the ͕ p i ⇔ q i ͖ pair is consistent with other matching pairs. Assume that ͕ p j ⇔ q j ͖ is a matching pair By minimizing ⌽, a set of optimal solutions can be derived. to be checked. ͕ p j ⇔ q j ͖ is considered to be consistent
In [20] , Umeyama proposed a good approach to solving with ͕ p i ⇔ q i ͖ if and only if the distance between their the above problem. Here, we will simply follow his methodtranslation vectors, T i and T j , is less than a threshold ology. From Ѩ⌽/ѨT ϭ 0, one can obtain (which is set to 5 in this paper). If the two pairs are consistent, S(i) is increased by 1. The process proceeds until all the matching pairs are compared. Since there are
elements in MP, the total number of consistency tests will be N m (N m Ϫ 1)/2. After the consistency test, a counter value S(i) will be associated with every matching pair where 1, 2, . . . , N m . Since two matching pairs ing Eq. (14) into Eq. (13) and from Ѩ⌽/Ѩs ϭ 0, we have can uniquely determine a set of registration parameters, the value 2 can be used as a threshold to determine whether the pair ͕ p i ⇔ q i ͖ can be accepted. However, if
is said to be a correct match, to compensate for inaccuracies, we require that the value of S(i) be larger than 2. Therefore, if the value of S(i) is less than or equal to 2, where ũ i ϭ u i Ϫ u and ṽ i ϭ v i Ϫ v. Substituting Eqs. (14) then its corresponding matching pair is considered misand (15) into Eq. (13) and reorganizing the content of ⌽, matched and should be eliminated.
we obtain
IV. DERIVING THE CORRECT TRANSFORMATIONS
After eliminating all the false matching pairs, a set of Here, minimizing ⌽ can be converted into maximizing where ϭ ϩ , is obtained by applying the method described in Section III.C, and is obtained from Eq. (17 Step 2. Find the SVD of H, i.e., H ϭ U⌳V t .
Step 3. R ϭ VU t .
(17) imized and has a value larger than a threshold; that is,
The whole procedure for estimating the registration pa-where N v i is the neighborhood centered at the coordinate rameters can be summarized as follows. First, the rotation v i . In most cases, N c is small (Ͻ10). If it is larger, then the matrix R is found by solving Eq. (17). Then, the fine-tuning, set M c p can be resampled so that it will be controlled prop-, between f 1 (x, y) and f 2 (x, y) can be estimated from R. erly. In general, the use of only a few feature points is Next, by solving Eq. (15), the scale s can be obtained. sufficient to derive R, T, and s with high accuracy. ThereFurthermore, by solving Eq. (14), the translation vector T is fore, the refining process can be performed very quickly. 
V. THE MATCHING ALGORITHM
ŝ, , t x , and t y for the parameters s, , t x , and t y can be obtained by Eqs. (14), (15) , and (17), respectively. With ŝ, In Sections III and IV, we have described how a number , t x , and t y , more accurate values of s, , t x , and t y can be of correct matching pairs between two images is obtained derived. Since and how they are used to derive the registration parameters s, R, and T. Based on these parameters, accurate registrav i ϭ ŝR( )û i ϩ T tion can be achieved. However, if accuracy is a major ϭ ŝR( )[sR( )u i ϩ T ] ϩ T concern in a system, the current status may not satisfy the requirement. In what follows, we propose using an iterative ϭ sŝR( ϩ )u i ϩ [ŝR( )T ϩ T ], scheme to refine the registration results. The proposed scheme is a two-stage algorithm. The purpose of the first the values of s, , t x , and t y can be corrected, based on the stage is to obtain the initial values of the registration pa-following equation [3] : rameters. The method of achieving this goal has been described in Sections III and IV. In the second stage, an (s, , t x , t y ) t ⇐ (sŝ, ϩ , ŝ cos t x ϩ ŝ sin t y (20) iterative procedure is proposed to repeatedly refine the ϩ t x , Ϫ ŝ sin t x ϩ ŝ cos t y ϩ t y ) t . registration parameters. In what follows, we shall describe the details of the second stage as well as the complete algo-Using the results of (20) as a new set of initial values in rithm.
Eq. (18) and applying the refining process iteratively, all In the first step of the second stage, with the assistance the registration parameters can be updated continuously of the initial values of s, R, and T, the input image f 1 (x, y) until satisfactory accuracy is achieved. In our study, we is transformed to f 1 (x, ŷ), and the relation between (x, y) t set the number of iterations to 3 and obtain very superb and (x, ŷ) t is results. The proposed two-stage algorithm is illustrated as follows:
Stage A. A.1. Extract feature points from the input
images f 1 and f 2 .
A.2. Estimate the edge orientation using Eq. (9), and matching to obtain the initial registration parameters s, , An important application of image registration is in au-141.444, and t y ϭ Ϫ239.9. The correctness of the registration result can be verified by checking the continuities of tomatic aerial image analysis. Figure 7 shows an example of aerial images of a rural area of Taiwan: (a) and (b) show the ridges between fields or mountains in Fig. 7c . The feature points obtained by applying wavelet transforms are the input image pair; (c) shows the result after applying our registration algorithm. The two images in (a) and (b) also shown in Fig. 7a and b. The number of feature points detected in each image is roughly 100 points. This number have significant changes in rotation, translation, and scaling. It is notable that the intensity differences between (a) is controlled by the size of the neighborhood N p (see Eq.
(3)). The larger the size N p is, the fewer feature points are and (b) are also large. In this experiment, the estimated transform parameters were s ϭ 1.061, ϭ Ϫ41.205Њ, t x ϭ detected. For most cases, the radius of neighborhood N p   FIG. 10 . Registration of rock images: (a), (b) two rock images; (c) the registration result of (a) and (b). The estimated registration parameters are s ϭ 1.04161, ϭ Ϫ83.054Њ, t x ϭ Ϫ65.089, and t y ϭ Ϫ277.678.
FIG. 11.
Registration of texture images with grass and sand: (a), (b) two grass-sand images; (c) mosaic of (a) and (b). The estimated registration parameters are s ϭ 0.947988, ϭ Ϫ27.218Њ, t x ϭ Ϫ345.254, and t y ϭ Ϫ71.719.
is chosen to be 15. The white symbols, ''X,'' indicate the On the other hand, in order to demonstrate how the registration results are improved by the iterative processes, positions where feature points are located. Figures 8 and  9 show two other experiments on aerial images of Taiwan. Table 2 lists the results of registration with the above three aerial images. In Fig. 8 , the estimated transform parameters are s ϭ 0.963, ϭ Ϫ6.052Њ, t x ϭ Ϫ271.135, and t y ϭ 134.781; and in Fig. In order to demonstrate the power of our approach, we also apply our algorithm to some images which have 9, the estimated transform parameters are s ϭ 0.967211, ϭ Ϫ1.08Њ, t x ϭ Ϫ325.310, and t y ϭ Ϫ63.532. In both cases, complicated textures. In general, the features in a complicated texture image are difficult to extract. Figure 10 shows our method produces very accurate registration results.
an example of images with complicated rock textures: (a) our algorithm still produces accurate registration results. Figure 11 shows another example of images with compliand (b) are the input images; (c) is the mosaic of (a) and (b). The estimated transform parameters are s ϭ 1.04161, cated grass and sand textures. The estimated transform parameters are s ϭ 0.947988, ϭ Ϫ27.218Њ, t x ϭ Ϫ345.254, ϭ Ϫ83.054Њ, t x ϭ Ϫ65.089, and t y ϭ Ϫ277.678. Despite the fact that these images containing complicated textures, and t y ϭ Ϫ71.719. 
